
TN 07-28-07 Interview with Bob Elder 

Bob woke up at 4:00 this morning. He was dressed in blue jeans, white long-
sleeved t-shirt, in general, very clean. He also wore gloves but I don’t think he actually 
did anything that required them. He wore large glasses and a white cowboy hat. Bob’s 
been interviewed multiple times before, so he didn’t mind the inform consent form at all. 
The family started ranching since before 1870. Bob’s oldest son is currently taking care 
of the family business since he stopped ranching 10 years ago. 

 
I arrived on the scene at 6:30 in the morning. There were 5 cowboys and 2 cow-

girls on horseback working. The cowboys would run around and roped the calves. Calves 
were tied around the back legs, and then were held down at the neck by an instrument 
which Bob referred to as a “gizmo.” While the calves are down they were given 3 types 
vaccination, each of which had a different chalk color that would be marked on the cows 
thereafter. Calves are branded on the right hip as well as get their horns seared in so they 
don’t grow out. The smell of burnt hair and hide was quite indescribable. Their ears were 
marked on both sides. Both ears’ undersides were cut away. Bleeding here was seldom 
but it did happen. For bull-calves, they were also lacerated using rubber bands. After 
watching for a few minutes, I came to the conclusion that this was akin to a very bad 
game of tag. The cows were not happy that their babies were being dragged away, but 
they often did little to stop the cowboys. Everything went on very smoothly; they were 
branding about 3 calves at a time. Some cows, however, were quieter than others. This 
was when their personalities really showed. It was obvious that they were living, feeling 
creatures, and not just walking chunks of meat. 

 
Everybody in the family got into the action. The young teenage boys are put to 

work the most. They are made to wrestle the calves down. Sometimes they would get 
tripped up by the ropes. There were about 23 people total, everyone helped but one 9-
year old boy (he was going rope too but his horse was sore, or so he said). I was told that 
they get someone new out to watch every year 

 
After a while, Bob and I got to discussing about breeding cattle. Breeding can’t be 

exact year after year. If you do it wrong, however, you won’t see your mistakes for 
another 5 years. There are no best breeds; you breed to “individual desires.” Each ranch 
has a different need. By raising your own bulls, you can also have them adapt to your 
climate more easily. The things he discussed got very technical. Everything came back to 
always “dealing with percentages”. If you could get 80% of the cows the way you want, 
you were golden.  

 
As we talked, the sun rose and everybody took their outside layers off, I held on 

to mine because I wasn’t sweating much from staying in the shade the whole time. 
 
Bob mentioned C.O.O.L. (Country Of Origin Labeling). Some argue that where 

you finish the cattle is important, and that should counts as the country of origin. Some, 
however, say that it matters where the cattle are born and raised. Bob agrees with the lat-
ter. However, he admits that even within the U.S., there are no set rules about how cows 
should be raised. It’s becoming a trend now that the consumer wants to know where the 
meat comes from. Sometimes U.S. ground beef (fatty) can be blended with Argentine 
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meat (leaner). Consumers can’t trace problems back to foreign countries Bob made a 
good point about cattle sales: when you sell, if your cows are good you don’t hear from 
your buyer again (because he won’t complain), if your cows are bad you don’t see from 
him again (because he won’t come back). 

 
At 9:35, there were 8 cowboys and 2 cowgirls on horses. At 9:45, they were done. 

It had taken just a little bit over 3 hours. Bob said all he wanted to do was to go “shade 
up.” Then we went to have an early lunch in the house. 


